RARE SPECIES FUND POTENTIAL ISSUES
Below is a summary of available financial records of RSF. Per an inquiry to the IRS, 990-EZ reports prior
to 2011 and the report for 2012 are not available. The most recent three years (2017-9) are available on
Guidestar.

Antle operates a 501c3 nonprofit named Preservation Station Inc. d/b/a Rare Species Fund (FSA) per
their IRS 990-EZ filings. He also operates one or more for profit operations. According to reports there
are entities registered as T.I.G.E.R.S. LLC and South Carolina Conservation Farm LLC formed by the same
CPA who is listed as filing the 990 forms. In his marketing Antle uses the name or term T.I.G.E.R.S., an
acronym for The Institute of Greatly Endangered and Rare Species, and the name or term Myrtle Beach
Safari to refer to the zoo operation.
In addition to the zoo location Antle has a storefront
location in the town of Myrtle Beach. The sign for the
storefront location reads “T.I.G.E.R.S. sponsored by
Preservation Station,” the name of the nonprofit. So, the
name of the nonprofit Preservation Station and its dba
Rare Species Fund are frequently intermingled with the
terms that appear to be associated with the presumably
much larger for-profit operation. The Facebook page
reads “Facebook.com/Tigerspreservationstation” and
uses the T.I.G.E.R.S. acronym, then the full name, and refers to T.I.G.E.R.S. “providing much needed
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funds,” then refences the RSA website in a way that seems to blend the for-profit and nonprofit
operations.
Bottom line, it is unclear what operations fall under the nonprofit and what other actual corporate
entities contain what portion of the for-profit operations.
The revenue for RSA averaged $300k per year over the 20138 period then jumped to $800k in 2019. Based on the
number of animals reported and the significant visitor fees
that Antle brags about in Tiger King, we would expect that
the for-profit operation has revenue and expenses far in
excess of this, likely at least in the low millions. Therefore,
we would guess that the nonprofit is a relatively small part of
the overall operation and revenue.
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FINANCIAL COMMENTS
USE OF FUNDS
Antle does a very good marketing job of presenting himself as a “conservationist” and emphasizing the
nonprofit’s donations to conservation organizations who work in the wild. The biggest question in our
view that arises from a look at the nonprofit 990-EZ reports is how the revenue is spent. The “mission”
as stated on Guidestar does include a reference to maintaining animals and using “ambassadors.”
Mission (from Guidestar)
The goal of the Rare Species Fund is to enhance wild species populations through the support of
grassroots wildlife conservation projects, the maintenance of genetically representative viable
populations of captive wildlife and the education of the public about conservation issues through the
use of animal ambassadors.
However, the marketing of RSA tends to focus on donations to in situ conservation projects in the wild.
Over the 2013-9 period the amount spent on animal care was 2.5x the amount claimed as grants to
conservation.
The question this raises is does the nonprofit have separate animals that it is supporting versus those
used by the for-profit operation? This seems highly unlikely. If not, then we have the vast majority of
the funds that are marketed primarily as supporting in situ conservation work being used to feed and
house animals that are also used in the for-profit operation.
The marketing and the animal care expenditures raise several potential legal questions.
1) If the animals supported by the nonprofit are used by the for-profit operation, does such a use
of funds comply with IRS nonprofit rules?
2) Does the apparent blending of the nonprofit and for-profit names and particularly the emphasis
on the nonprofit as a vehicle for donating to in situ projects mislead the public into thinking that
more of their donations go to conservation projects than the roughly one quarter of each
donation dollar that is being donated to those projects?
REVENUE RECOGNITION
All of the revenue for RSA is
listed on Line 8 as
Contributions & Grants. What
is unclear is whether some, or
even a majority, of this
revenue is from fees paid to
hold, pet, and/or have a photo
taken with the baby tigers or
other fees. If so, we believe
that revenue should appear
separated on line 9 as “Program service revenue.”
PURPOSE OF IN SITU DONATIONS
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The other question is the extent to which these in situ donations may be, in effect, payment for
importing animals to use at the zoo. In layman’s terms, under the Endangered Species Act (ESA) it is
illegal to import an endangered species without a permit from the US Fish & Wildlife Service. An
exception is made, and a permit to import can be issued by USFWS, if the import would ‘‘enhance the
propagation or survival of the affected species’’ in the wild.
USFWS has taken the position that if the importing entity makes a donation to an organization that is
doing work to preserve that species in the wild, the donation satisfies the requirement even though it
may have no relationship to the specific animal being imported. Animal welfare organizations oppose
this interpretation of the ESA, referring to it as “pay to play.”
Applications to import are posted for comment in the Federal Register. The only way we know of to
determine if some of the donations made by RSF were actually related to importing of animals would be
to compare those postings in the Federal Register to the entities and timing of RSF donations if the latter
were available.
To the extent donations were made for the purpose of importing animals that might be used to
generate profits for his for-profit operation it casts some doubt on his motivation, but it does not
necessarily mean the funds did not go to legitimate conservation organizations. To determine that one
would have to examine the recipient organizations. Are they organizations that are truly accomplishing
something for conservation? Or are they organizations, for instance, who breed animals to sell to zoos
like Antle’s or otherwise breed them for life in a cage, rather than organizations that are actually
working to preserve the animals in the wild? Others have examined some of these in detail and raised
serious questions about their legitimacy as conservation organizations.
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